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Ready for some stories about the more mysterious side of Bigfoot by the World's Greatest Bigfoot

Story Teller? Turn all the lights on, close the curtains, tie your shoes in case you need to flee, and

prepare yourself for some thrills as Rusty brings you 16 all new and original stories. Flyfishing guide

Rusty Wilson spent years collecting these stories from his clients around the campfire, stories

guaranteed to scare the pants off youâ€”or make you want to meet the Big Guy! Just remember to

never go searching alone...Come read about a most unusual campground hostâ€”then read about a

case of Bigfoot habituation where the creatures make themselves at home, literallyâ€”a dog with a

rare talentâ€”a Bigfoot graveyardâ€”a forlorn and abandoned Bigfoot that returns to wreak its

vengeanceâ€”an encounter in the Missouri Ozarksâ€”a Bigfoot caught in a trapâ€”how a woman

faces her Bigfoot fearsâ€”these and more great campfire tales. â€œThere are many mysteries on

this planet, and I think they make life interesting. Of course, nothing compares to the mysterious

world of Bigfoot, a world we humans rarely get a glimpse intoâ€”but when we do, it results in a huge

paradigm shift. We begin to realize there are many things we donâ€™t yet know, so many really

good mysteries." â€”Rusty Wilson Another great book from Rusty Wilson, Bigfoot expert and

storytellerâ€”tales for both the Bigfoot believer and those who just enjoy a good story! This ebook is

the equivalent of a 240-page print book.
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In this collection of stories we see a more human side of Bigfoot. We see him make sure a puppy is

saved, alert a family to a wildfire coming their way, befriend a five year old, and yet provide nervous,

anxious moments for the characters as well as the reader. On to the next Rusty Wilson ...Bigfoot

Campfire Story.

The stories are fun to read and short. My faves from this book are The Karelian Bear Dog, The Dark

Secret of Mount Olympus, Come and Get Me and The Thing in the Trees. These are the scariest in

this book but all of the stories are fun to read. I have all of Rusty's books except for the ones which

are combinations of earlier books. My favorite Rusty Wilson's books are Bigfoot Campfire Stories,

More Bigfoot Campfire Stories and Alaskan Bigfoot Campfire Stories.

Rusty is back with a new collection of Bigfoot tales with a mysterious bent. As usual, they are

excellent and this group is haunting and will stay with you. This is a must to add to your Rusty

collection. If you have not read his Bigfoot or campfire stories yet, you are in for a treat. You can

never read just one and I had to read them all as soon as I had my copy. They are addictive! No

one tells a tale the way he does and this book is my 10th! I am a big fan of his work. Rusty's books

are so entertaining that they can be read over and over, although you may want to keep the lights

on for this one. There are some spooky tales in this set. Skip the sample and just buy the book, as

the old saying goes, buy the ticket and take the ride. His books will take you for a wild one and I

hope he keeps them coming! I know you will enjoy them as much as I do. Be sure to check out his

other Bigfoot books and if you like them, visit his blog page and say hello. He loves to hear from

fans. Update: Rusty is planning a Bigfoot hunt! Read all about it on his Rusty Bigfoot blog page.

Another great book is coming!

Mr. Wilson has done it again - another wonderful collection of Bigfoot tales. I would highly

recommend this book as well as the rest of Campfire series. Any Bigfoot fan needs to read. Even

nonbelievers should enjoy these interesting, creepy, amazing tales!



I am a total believer with my own story to tell. I love that Rusty captures the stories from the tellers

point of view. Right or wrong.....believe in Bigfoot or not...it is personal....Rusty produces a great

read. I can't ever wait for the next collection.

Who can say if Rusty's stories are true? Who can say Bigfoot is real? Only those who tell the tales

know the truth but these books are great. Rusty Wilson is a gifted story teller with an "awe shucks"

demeanor that doesn't come on too thick. Like all good fiction, there's a hint of truth and so for

someone who _wants to believe, download one of these books, gather your friends around a fire

and have your best orator read these books out loud. Tv and video games are _no competition for

stories this good.

I found this a very enjoyable read and I do recommend it. I did spot one disconnect - storyteller is

divorced with no kids at the beginning of the story but then mentions using the internet at his kid's

place a few pages later. But even so, that was just one story and it was still a good tale, even with

the mistake. This book is a fun and entertaining collection of campfire style Bigfoot tales and

definitely a noticeable cut above the other  Bigfoot stuff I have sampled so far.

Great little read like all the others. Very entertaining as usual. Don't know if the stories are true but

they sure are exciting to read. Well worth the few bucks I spent!!
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